Introduction
More than o�en when so�ware developers design pla�orms for digital payments, they are
unaware of why and how the applica�ons are used for handling card holder data (CHD). On
the other hand, most merchants are not aware of whether these applica�ons store CHD.
This results in unencrypted data storage and exposure to various cyber threats. While some
Merchants may have to store sensi�ve cardholder data for payment processing, transac�on
history, or recurring billing, it is important that the developer is aware of such requirements
and accordingly designs applica�ons with the necessary security measures for safe
handling such sensi�ve data. Addressing these issues the PCI Council along with the
support of major card brands developed the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
(PCI-DSS).
The Standard which is a widely accepted set of requirements ensures op�mum security of
sensi�ve cardholder data and protec�on against evolving cyber threats. PCI-DSS requirements apply to all en��es that store, process, or transmit cardholder data. The requirements outlined clearly state that cardholder data can only be stored for a "legi�mate legal,
regulatory, or business reason." So for those businesses that have a legi�mate reason to
store data must understand the PCI requirements and know what measures they must take
to protect that data. Elabora�ng the PCI requirements in detail our ar�cle explains the PCI
Rules that vendors and merchants must follow for storing sensi�ve credit card data. So, let
us ﬁrst take a closer look at the PCI Guidelines for Data Reten�on.

PCI Guidelines for Data Retention
Merchants must avoid storing cardholder data unless they have a legi�mate legal, regulatory, or business reason to do so. That said, the data classiﬁed as the Cardholder Data (CHD)
which includes the 16-digit primary account number (PAN), cardholder name, service code,
and expira�on date are the kind of data that can probably be stored. However, it is important to note that the Sensi�ve Authen�ca�on Data (SAD) cannot be stored a�er authoriza�on of a transac�on, even a�er encryp�on. Data that is classiﬁed SAD include the full magne�c stripe data found on the back of the card, data on the EMV chip, the CVV, PIN, and PIN
block. SAD data are extremely valuable and should be protected at all costs for it is a valuable tool for a�ackers to use the card-present and card-not-present environment.

So, to ensure maximum protec�on of sensi�ve data, Merchants should develop a data
reten�on and storage policy that strictly limits storage and reten�on �me based on the business, legal, and/or regulatory requirement. Further, Merchants must also implement necessary PCI DSS requirements and ensure general protec�on of the cardholder data environment.
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What does PCI say about Data Storage?
The PCI DSS outlines in its Requirement 3, guidelines to protect stored cardholder data.
Requirement 3 applies only if the Merchant stores the cardholder data. Merchants who do
not store cardholder data have stronger protec�on against the threat as they eliminate the
primary target for hackers. While merchants who have a legi�mate business reason to store
Cardholder Data, need to understand what data elements PCI DSS allows them to store and
what measures they must take to protect those data. For ge�ng a be�er perspec�ve and
understanding of PCI DSS Require 3, let us take a closer look at the PCI rules for the storage
of data.

PCI Rule for Storage of cardholder data
Focusing on the PCI Requirement 3, it provides guidelines for protec�ng stored Cardholder
Data. Requirement 3 cons�tutes mul�ple sub-requirements that the Merchants are
required to understand and follow. It is important that Merchants who own the responsibility of securing Cardholder Data must understand the requirements outlined and know the
diﬀerences between Account Data, Cardholder Data, and Sensi�ve Authen�ca�on Data.
While the Account Data cons�tutes all the data that is there on a credit card, the Cardholder Data (CHD) includes the 16-digit PAN, expira�on date, and cardholder name, and the
Sensi�ve Account Data (SAD) includes sensi�ve track data the magne�c stripe, CVV, PIN,
and PIN Block. SAD data is very sensi�ve data that cannot be stored a�er authoriza�on. If
at all, SAD storage is allowed only for issuers for the purpose of tes�ng and error correc�on.
Storage of cardholder data should be limited to what is necessary and only to meet legal,
regulatory, or business needs. Given below are PCI Rules outlined with a detailed explana�on of the requirement and what is expected of the merchants to ensure the protec�on of
stored cardholder data.

It is important to note that these above lis�ngs are the direct controls for stored card data.
However, there are a few other controls such as network controls, hardening requirements
of the assets, and even what can be seen in requirement 10 of PCI DSS that mandates the
logging and repor�ng required for all access to card data.

Conclusion
Merchants and Payment Applica�on Developers must both be aware of the requirements
and understand how and why the digital payment solu�ons handle cardholder data (CHD).
They must also establish strong security measures to protect stored cardholder data as
per the PCI-DSS compliance requirements. Further, to fulﬁll the Require 3 of PCI DSS
Compliance we strongly recommend Merchants reduce their PCI scope by streamlining
the card data ﬂow, storing only data that is necessary, and implemen�ng network
segmenta�on to reduce the risk exposure from the rest of the network¬.
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